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Abstract: Natura 2000 Habitat Conservation Status is currently evaluated based on fieldwork. 
However, this is proving to be unfeasible over large areas. The use of remote sensing is 
increasingly encouraged but covering the full range of ecological variables by such datasets 
and ensuring compatibility with the traditional assessment methodology has not been achieved 
yet. We aimed to test Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) as a source for mapping all variables 
required by the local official conservation status assessment scheme and to develop  
an automated method that calculates Natura 2000 conservation status at 0.5 m raster resolution 
for 24 km2 of Pannonic Salt Steppe habitat (code 1530). We used multi-temporal (summer 
and winter) ALS point clouds with full-waveform recording and a density of 10 pt/m2. 
Some required variables were derived from ALS product rasters; others involved vegetation 
classification layers calculated by machine learning and fuzzy categorization. Thresholds 
separating favorable and unfavorable values of each variable required by the national 
assessment scheme were manually calibrated from 10 plots where field-based assessment 
was carried out. Rasters representing positive and negative scores for each input variable 
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were integrated in a ruleset that exactly follows the Hungarian Natura 2000 assessment 
scheme for grasslands. Accuracy of each parameter and the final conservation status score 
and category was evaluated by 10 independent assessment plots. We conclude that ALS is 
a suitable data source for Natura 2000 assessments in grasslands, and that the national 
grassland assessment scheme can successfully be used as a GIS processing model for 
conservation status, ensuring that the output is directly comparable with traditional field 
based assessments. 
Keywords: Natura 2000; conservation status; Airborne Laser Scanning; LiDAR; grasslands; 
Pannonic Salt Steppe; habitat assessment; habitat quality 
 
1. Introduction 
Pannonic Salt Steppes and Salt Marshes (Natura 2000 habitat code 1530) are grasslands that develop 
on alkaline soils, and are characterized by the dominance of specialist salt-tolerant grasses and forbs. 
They are highly influenced by continental climate with extreme temperatures and aridity in summer [1]. 
The availability of water varies considerably between different alkali vegetation types, and is an important 
driver of the vegetation pattern. The water table level is closely related to microtopography and has  
a significant effect on local salt accumulation. Therefore, alkali habitats are a tightly-knit mosaic of 
many vegetation types such as alkali steppes, open alkali grasslands, alkali meadows and alkali reed 
stands [2–4]. Alkali steppes are dry, shortgrass vegetation types on moderately salty soils. They are 
characterised by Festuca pseudovina and species which are able to tolerate the moderate soil salt 
content [2,5] (Supplementary Material Figure 1). Open alkali swards occur on soils with a high salt 
content which can even cover the soil surface [3]. Due to this, they are sparsely vegetated species poor 
habitats, characterized only by a few halophyte species. Alkali meadows are tall grasslands situated in 
the lower depressions of the study site. They are inundated or at least wet until May or June, and are 
typical on moderately saline alkali soils. Their characteristic species are tall, broad-leaved grasses and 
their stands harbor several wetland species as well [6].  
The uniqueness of this habitat and the importance of its conservation are also acknowledged by the 
European Union (EU). As one out of a total of 29 grassland habitat types, Pannonic Salt Steppes and 
Salt Marshes are listed as priority habitats in Annex 1 of the Habitats Directive [7]. Pannonic Salt 
Steppes and Salt Marshes are threatened by improper grazing, fragmentation, and soil disturbance by 
vehicles. One of the most significant future threats for alkali habitats is the regional decrease in water 
table, which might result in a loss of salinity and therefore the encroachment of generalist weeds. 
Natura 2000 (N2000) is recognized as one of the world’s most effective legal instruments concerning 
biodiversity and nature conservation [8], and plays a crucial role in conserving Europe’s natural 
capital. The EU member states have committed to monitoring a list of species and habitats within  
a network of protected sites and reporting their conservation status every six years [7]. This relies 
heavily on specialist fieldwork; however, the availability and capacity of trained specialists is limited. 
Therefore, knowledge gaps remain and reliability of the reports is difficult to verify [9]. A recent 
initiative of the EU, the Biodiversity Strategy to 2020 (BDS, [10]) calls for “improving and streamlining 
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Natura 2000 monitoring”, and an increasing role of remote sensing is foreseen in mapping, monitoring 
and reporting on the N2000 habitats [11]. 
State of the Art in N2000 Conservation Status Assessment 
N2000 defines the term “habitat” as “terrestrial or aquatic areas distinguished by geographic, abiotic 
and biotic features, whether entirely natural or semi-natural”; and therefore does not refer to occupancy 
by a single specified organism. Within N2000, the quality of these habitats is assessed in terms of 
“Conservation Status”. According to the directive, this is defined as “the sum of the influences acting 
on a natural habitat and its typical species that may affect its long-term natural distribution, structure 
and functions as well as the long-term survival of its typical species within the territory” [7]. From the 
more general viewpoint of practical conservation ecology, a site is of good quality or status if it allows 
good survival chances to a range of species together, species that are typical for the habitat. In the 
scope of this paper, we use the term Conservation Status (CS) if we refer specifically to the definition 
according to N2000, and the more general term Habitat Quality (HQ) if we discuss implications also 
outside the framework of the Habitats Directive.  
While the involvement of remote sensing in habitat mapping and assessment is rapidly gaining 
ground in forests [12,13], grasslands present a particular challenge [14]. Mapping grasslands requires 
high resolution sensors due to their often sub-meter scale patterns, and up-to-date data is crucial  
since they can change rapidly and are highly influenced by management and weather. The association 
categories established by phytosociology are often difficult to distinguish even in the field, let alone 
from sensor data [15,16]. However, some successful studies of grassland remote sensing in a conservation 
context have been carried out. Burai et al. used high-resolution airborne hyperspectral images [17], and 
reached overall accuracies of up to 82% for 20 categories. Schuster et al. [18] used multi-temporal 
RapidEye imagery and TerraSAR-X data, mapping six grassland associations with accuracies around 
90%. Buck et al. [19] combined RapidEye imagery with other GIS datasets to map four different 
grassland management classes in a Natura 2000 context, reaching 85% accuracy. Reese et al. [20] 
fused laser scanning with SPOT satellite data to categorize alpine heathlands, reaching overall 
accuracies of 63%. 
Bork and Su [21] concluded that ALS data on its own was not suitable for mapping grassland  
or rangeland communities, and this opinion is still well represented in the literature [14,22,23]. 
Nevertheless, recent studies have shown that predictive vegetation modeling in grasslands based on 
elevation can produce good accuracies [2,24], and ALS-based classification of grassland vegetation is 
also feasible [25]. 
Several HQ-relevant indicators have been mapped in open landscapes from in-situ spectrometric 
data, including species diversity [26], grass encroachment [27], biomass production [28], and leaf water 
content [29]. While upscaling observations from ground spectrometry to airborne imaging spectroscopy 
is often problematic [30], primary productivity [31] and community diversity [32] have been successfully 
quantified from hyperspectral images. Satellite data was also successfully applied, mainly for mapping 
grassland management [33,34].  
In many cases, grassland vegetation does not form clear boundaries [35]. Transitions between 
different neighboring patches are often smooth, and in some locations the vegetation cannot be 
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described clearly as belonging to a single class but rather a combination of several [36]. Therefore, the 
mainstream approach to classification that each raster pixel belongs to one class in a single set of 
classes can also be insufficient in this case. If not only vegetation, but also terrain features and traces 
of human influence are of interest, a single pixel might belong to a particular vegetation class (such as 
meadow), but might also hold a terrain feature (such as an erosion channel) and be affected by human 
influence (such as a vehicle track). This problem can only be resolved with multiple sets of classes, 
allowing a pixel to belong to one class in each set. 
Concerning the specific topic of N2000 assessment, it has been demonstrated that N2000 CS 
indicators can be extracted from remote sensing data [37]. While different biodiversity indicators, including 
animal diversity [38,39] or habitat preference of focal species [40] have been shown to correlate 
strongly with remote sensing data products, such indices are not necessarily compatible with N2000 
monitoring criteria. Nevertheless, in some cases, it has been shown that it is feasible to calculate CS 
from one or a few parameters mapped by remote sensing [41,42]. Within a GIS model for calculating 
N2000 CS in open landscapes, Frick [43] used satellite imagery to map CS parameters representing 
structure and human influence, following the local N2000 assessment scheme but aggregating some 
indicators and excluding species-level information. 
Alternatively, multi-parameter HQ models can be developed based on the specifications of a given 
site, using data from multiple sensors to calculate a locally perceived representation of ecosystem 
function, status or quality. Riedler [44] published an example of such a multi-sensor study within  
a GIS modeling framework. However, their results do not always fit field-based CS classification. 
Corbane et al. [14] conclude that “the use of remote sensing for accurate, detailed and complete 
conservation status assessment and monitoring of natural habitats, such as required in the European 
Natura 2000 context, is still rarely exploited in practice”. Our aim was to fill this gap, taking a new 
approach to the uncertainties associated with defining a HQ model by following the legally binding 
Hungarian N2000 CS evaluation scheme (hereafter referred to as the “assessment scheme”, please see 
supplementary material) as closely as possible. Our method was to derive (1) different maps from the 
ALS data, (e.g., echo width), go further and (2) classify into vegetation types and terrain features (e.g., 
human disturbance), from these (3) derive the parameters necessary for the N2000 assessment scheme 
(e.g., species density), and finally (4) use the assessment scheme rules to aggregate those parameters to 
calculate the Conservation Status (i.e., A, B, or C). 
2. Objectives 
Our objectives in this study were to 
1. Design and evaluate a method for automated mapping of N2000 Conservation Status for 
Pannonic Salt Steppes and Salt Marshes based on the national assessment scheme and relying on 
Airborne Laser Scanning and field reference samples; 
2. To derive from ALS data all relevant CS variables required by the Hungarian N2000  
monitoring scheme. 
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3. Methods 
3.1. Study Site 
Our study site (Figure 1) is located in Ágota-puszta, a lowland area within the Great Hungarian 
Plain in Eastern Hungary (N 47°21′, E 21°04′). The region has a continental climate characterized by a 
mean annual temperature of 9.5 °C and mean annual precipitation of 550 mm [45]. Ágota-puszta is an 
integral part of the Hortobágy National Park which holds one of the best preserved and largest open 
landscapes in Europe. It is the part of the UNESCO World Heritage and its whole area belongs to the 
N2000 network as “Hortobágy Special Area of Conservation” (HUHN20002). Ágota-puszta is 
characterized by “Pannonic Salt Steppes and Salt Marshes” (1530) N2000 habitat type, with a diverse 
mosaic of the alkali vegetation types [46]. Grasslands of the study site are mainly grazed by cattle  
(1.2 livestock unit/hectare/year). 
 
Figure 1. (a) Location of the study site in Central Europe; (b) overview of the study site 
including land cover, main alkali vegetation classes and CS reference plots. 
3.2. Field Data Collection 
The field survey was carried out in June 2012. In a layout aiming to cover the whole range of  
CS and the main alkali grassland types in the area, we designated 20 sample plots of approximately  
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50 m × 50 m within the habitat Pannonic Salt Steppes and Salt Marshes (Figure 1). We marked the 
corner points of each plot by a differential GPS [47]. CS was considered according to the assessment 
scheme to be homogeneous within these plots while each contained a mosaic of various grassland 
types and associations. Management regime was also homogeneous within each plot while human 
disturbance varied within them. 
Within each single plot, the data collection and N2000 CS assessment was carried out strictly adhering 
to the instructions of the assessment scheme, which lists 13 parameters to measure or estimate in the 
field. These parameters are evaluated on a categorical scale of mostly two classes (favorable/unfavorable), 
in some cases additional sub-parameters are required which are also categorical (e.g., the presence/absence 
of certain species). Due to these instructions, exact numeric values of CS parameters were not measured, 
only their respective outcome in terms of categories. This restricted the calibration of our ALS-based 
CS parameter calculations also to a categorical scale. 
Reference polygons of about 5 m × 5 m were collected for calibration and validation of the 
vegetation classification and feature detection layers, where the vegetation category was noted together 
with marks of human influence or characteristic microtopography features. Care was taken to select 
only polygons which were totally homogeneous in terms of vegetation class and other features, 
including fitting polygon borders to the boundaries of homogeneous patches. The data collection 
method and layout we applied to alkali grasslands is described in detail in Deák [2]. Furthermore, for 
this specific study, a total of 123 additional sample polygons of loess grasslands, non-alkali meadows, 
weed-encroached areas, fields and gardens were mapped together with artificial objects such as roads, 
buildings and vehicle tracks. The total area of classification references was 0.1 km2 in 364 separate 
polygons, most of them grouped along 15 field transects from high to low micro-topography. The set 
of ground truth polygons was split 50:50 into calibration and validation plots. 
3.3. Calculation of the N2000 Assessment Scores 
We calculated CS scores according to the score sheet of the assessment scheme (see Supplementary 
Material for full translation). According to this system (slightly different from other national schemes), 
both positive and negative scores are assigned at plot level based on the CS parameters surveyed in the 
field. The magnitude of a score is in correlation with the possible impact of the respective parameter 
on the HQ. For example, if litter accumulation is present in a plot resulting only in a decrease in grass 
cover, it receives a score of −1, but if it facilitates the spread of invasive species it receives −10. For 
most variables, the assessment scheme describes a precise threshold (generally a percentage cover) of 
the studied parameter for the respective scores. Some temporal processes are also included in the 
assessment parameters, such as changes in the level of litter accumulation on the scale of years. Due to 
the lack of repetitive surveys across years, we assigned a zero score to all plots for this parameter. 
We used the following CS parameters as required by the assessment scheme: 
• Naturalness: this is defined based on the overall status, species pool, structure and management 
of a site. In Hungary, it is routinely used with a scale ranging from 5 (ecosystem in natural state) 
to 1 (a severely modified ecosystem). The assessment scheme assigns strong weighting to this 
parameter: a plot scores +10 points for naturalness values of 4 or 5, 0 points for naturalness of 3 
and −5 points for naturalness of 1 or 2. 
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• Species density: According to the assessment scheme, “species density “is defined as the variation 
in the number of species within six 0.5 m × 0.5 m subplots. Alkali grasslands have a very fine 
mosaic structure and accordingly species density varies considerably even at the 0.5 m scale we 
investigated. If species density was found unfavorable, a score of −1 was assigned, otherwise 0. 
• Inner patchiness is quantified based on the coverage, species composition, variability and 
respective area of patches of various vegetation within the assessment plot. This parameter is 
moderately weighted: +5 points are assigned to the plot if the patchiness corresponds to the 
typical patchiness of the habitat, −1 point is given if the patchiness is different (higher or lower). 
• Vertical structure for grasslands is defined based on the presence and absence of typical 
“understory”, “medium level” or “top canopy” grasses and herbs. Weighting of the parameter is 
moderate: the score of +5 is assigned if the vertical structure corresponds to the typical 
composition of the habitat, −1 if it is different. 
• Species pool is defined based on the most abundant species and the presence of species typical 
for Pannonic Salt Steppes and Salt Marshes. The assessment scheme adds strong emphasis to this 
parameter: +10 points are assigned if the species pool represents the habitat, −5 if the dominant 
species is not one of those typical for the habitat. 
• Litter accumulation: This parameter is defined based on the amount of dry plant litter within the 
plot. Strong weighting is applied by the scheme since this is one of the most important potential 
problems in the studied habitat. +5 points are given if litter accumulation is not present, −1 point 
for a number of options including high litter cover, litter causing reduction in grass coverage or 
diversity or accumulation of weeds; finally, −10 points if litter facilitates the spread of invasive 
species. Here, the negative scores can add up if several negative criteria are fulfilled, so up to 
−13 points may be reached. In our study site, the grazing regime is the main driver of litter 
accumulation, with a delicate balance of avoiding both no litter but overgrazing and no overgrazing 
but eventual litter accumulation.  
• Soil erosion is defined as an estimation of the intensity of ongoing erosion within the plot. The 
assessment scheme assigns moderate weighting to erosion, giving +5 points if there is no erosion 
or if it has a positive effect, or −1 for various negative effects. In alkali habitats, natural erosion 
maintains open alkali sward patches and thus generally has a positive effect in shaping the 
mosaic pattern of the vegetation. 
• Shrub encroachment is quantified based on an estimate of the coverage of shrubs, their pattern 
and the list of shrub species observed. The presence of alien invasive shrub species receives  
a strong negative score (−10), closing of shrub canopy as a consequence of abandonment or 
disturbance [48] has low weighting (−1 point), and in case the distribution of shrubs is random 
and contributes to biodiversity [49], a moderate positive score of +5 is assigned. 
• Weed encroachment is defined as the coverage of various weed species, categorized within the 
assessment scheme. For weed species with different growth strategies, different thresholds are 
assigned. This parameter is moderately weighed; the scheme assigns +5 points if weed cover is 
lower than 15% and −1 point if higher. Alkali habitats are less sensitive to weed encroachment as 
the harsh environment is intolerable for many common weed species.  
• Disturbances are defined as the area ratio of anthropogenic features within the habitat that have a 
negative effect (incorrect grazing management, vehicle marks, paths, trampling, or rubbish). This 
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parameter is strongly weighted by the scheme: If less than 10% of the plot is affected by any 
disturbance, +5 points are given, otherwise −1. In our case, the most important disturbances were 
improper grazing management and additionally treading by vehicles. 
• Future threats are defined as any ongoing processes which might not have an influence at present 
but can be expected to have a negative effect on the habitat. This is a rather strongly weighted 
parameter, −5 points are assigned if a future threat is present, +5 if not. The most important 
future threat identified in the field is the ongoing lowering of the water table and subsequent 
drying of the site. 
• Animal traces are also defined based on the area affected by animal presence, including grazing, 
burrowing, rooting, trampling and droppings. Moderate weighting is applied: if more than 50% 
of the plot is affected, it scores −5 points, otherwise +5. In our study site, which is managed by 
extensive grazing, the only negative effect observed for some patches was the already mentioned 
active overgrazing. 
• Landscape context is defined based on the spatial context of the neighboring habitats: whether 
the habitat patch is neighbored by other natural habitats (local landscape context); whether the 
nearest similar habitat is within 100 m (wide area context), and finally whether there is a patch of 
invasive species in the vicinity. This parameter is weighed heavily: the favorable case scores +5, 
the threat of invasion −10 points. In case of our study site, protected alkali grasslands form a 
large continuous patch of 20 km2 only broken in some cases by forests, wetlands or roads. 
Conservation status is considered favorable (A) if the sum of the positive scores reaches 50 (the 
maximum is 90), but there are no more than 10 negative scores (which can reach −85 on the scale).  
CS is unfavorable-bad (C) if there are more than 20 negative scores. Any other cases are in the 
unfavorable-inadequate category (B). 
3.4. Airborne Survey and Primary Data Products 
Full-waveform Airborne Laser Scanning of the site was carried out with a Riegl LMS-Q680i scanner, 
operating in the 1550 nm wavelength. The sensor was deployed on a small fixed-wing aircraft at  
a flying height of ca. 620 m above ground level, on March 28, 2012 for the leaf-off data and June 13, 
2013 for the leaf-on dataset. This resulted in a nominal stripwise echo density of 10 pt/m2 for  
a total study area of 24 km2. Relative georeferencing accuracy of the strips was validated with the 
OpalsQuality package script [50], errors were found to be within 2 cm. From the initial georeferenced 
point clouds, the following datasets were calculated with a spatial resolution of 0.5 m × 0.5 m: 
• A Digital Terrain Model (DTM) was calculated from the leaf-off point cloud using the iterative 
robust interpolation algorithm [51] in SCOP++ [52]. Based on the DTM, normalized point 
heights were calculated both from the leaf-off and the leaf-on point cloud by subtracting the ground 
elevation, and separate output rasters of the interpolated normalized digital surface model 
(NDSM) and the mean and maximum normalized heights in each raster cell were produced. 
• Surface texture, or roughness, is an important parameter describing the vertical distribution of 
points within a neighborhood, and is often closely related to vegetation canopy structure [53]. 
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Therefore, rasters were also generated from roughness indices calculated on the normalized 
point cloud: σz, σ0, and variance.  
• Echo amplitude was calibrated to reflectance, using field spectroscopy measurements of 
homogeneous targets (asphalt and concrete surfaces) [54]. The mean reflectance of the points 
within each 0.5 m cell and the variance of the point reflectances with two different kernel sizes  
(3 × 3 and 5 × 5 pixels) were written to separate output rasters. 
• Echo width is a measure of vegetation canopy structure [25,55], and was calculated separately 
by online waveform processing for each point by the sensor itself [56]. Mean echo width, 
maximum echo width from the first echoes and variance of echo width with two different kernel 
sizes were calculated for each raster. 
• Finally, as a measure of terrain texture, openness rasters (minimum, maximum, average and 
difference between the minimum and maximum openness) of the DTM [57] were calculated, in 
order to enhance linear features, sharp edges and local minima and maxima in the terrain. 
This set of ALS products (Figure 2) was calculated separately for the leaf-off and leaf-on point 
clouds, and the difference between the leaf-on and leaf-off values was also generated as a separate 
raster for each product except the DTM. All in all, this resulted in 70 ALS product datasets. All of 
these were input simultaneously for vegetation classification and feature detection. 
 
Figure 2. Simplified workflow scheme of ALS data processing, vegetation and feature 
classification, calculation of CS parameter layers and final CS map. Calibration and 
validation was carried out individually for each processing level. 
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3.5. Classification of Vegetation and CS-Relevant Features 
The dominant vegetation of each pixel was mapped by machine learning classification of the ALS 
product layers. We exploited the property of our classification method that for each pixel, a probability 
is assigned to every potential output class and not only the most probable one [58]. In order to map 
with different levels of detail and also for focusing on different features (vegetation, terrain, human 
influence), different unique sets of classes of interest were defined (called “scenarios” in the following) 
and classification carried out for each of these.  
We used the Vegetation Classification Studio (VCS) software tool for creating the classifications. 
This program was built by the authors and is the subject of a separate publication in preparation [59]. 
An initial description is available under [60] and Zlinszky [61] describes the methodology and processing 
steps of this software in a case study (without referring to it as VCS). 
VCS takes as input vector data describing ground truth polygons for calibration and validation, and 
a series of raster products of sensor data, in our case those described in Section 3.4. Random forest 
machine learning [62] is applied in order to classify the output raster, allowing both a fuzzy and  
a “hard boundary” approach to class membership. Different sets of categories of interest can be 
processed, and three different output raster maps are produced for each: a hard-boundary vegetation 
map (mapping 1 pixel to 1 class), a multiband pseudo-image with the probabilities of each class in  
a separate raster layer for all of its pixels, and finally a color-blended rendering visualizing this fuzzy 
pseudo-image [25]. Validation of the classification accuracy is an inherent product of VCS and was 
automatically carried out for all scenarios: a standardized text report of product accuracy including a 
full confusion matrix [63] and various quality measures (precision, recall, F1-score, Cohen’s Kappa, 
quantity error and allocation error [64]) was produced, together with a raster map showing the 
difference in the probabilities of the two most probable classes as a spatially explicit measure of local 
classification reliability. 
In our case, we used a land cover scenario focusing on grassland and non-grassland categories 
(Supplementary material, Table S3) a set of main vegetation categories based on phytosociological 
categories which comprise only the main types of alkali grassland (steppe, open alkali swards, and 
meadow, Supplementary Material Table S4), a set of association-level categories (described in detail in 
Deák [2] and Borhidi [65]), (Supplementary Material Table S5) and another scenario concentrating on 
features of human disturbance and weeds (Supplementary Material Table S6) and finally a separate 
scenario focusing on native and non-native or invasive trees and shrubs (Supplementary Material  
Table S7). 
3.6. Selection and Calibration of CS Parameters 
We used a knowledge-based approach for selecting the primary ALS products used for calculating 
each CS parameter. Based on our understanding of the sensor process, the most appropriate primary 
ALS products, classifications, and feature probability rasters were selected for each of the CS parameters. 
The CS parameters are thus also obtained in 0.5 m × 0.5 m pixels. The thresholds determining favorable 
or unfavorable status were pre-selected based on the requirements of the assessment scheme but were 
fine-tuned based on the respective parameter values in 10 of the 20 field CS plots (Supplementary 
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Material Table S2). These were selected manually based on their location and attributes, in order to 
ensure that for each scoring factor and vegetation type, every observed value occurs both in the 
calibration and validation dataset, and that both calibration and validation polygons are distributed 
evenly in space. First of all, an optimal distribution of final CS classes was attempted. From the  
20 field plots we collected, only one had class C CS and five had A; this determined that the plot with 
class C was reserved for training, while the two A class plots were assigned to training and three to 
validation. The next aspect was the distribution of alkali meadows vs. short grass habitats: both A and 
B status had to be represented for both types, both in training and validation. Finally, care was taken to 
have all three main types of disturbance (vehicle tracks, overgrazing and undergrazing) as well as 
undisturbed areas represented for both main alkali vegetation types in the training and validation sets 
as far as possible. 
In the next step, with only the calibration CS plots onscreen, the pre-selected direct ALS product or 
classification output layer was loaded and checked for compliance with the pattern of the respective 
CS variable of the assessment scheme (Figure 3). We tested direct ALS products such as NDSM height 
or reflectance, classified rasters representing different habitat features, single-feature and probability 
layers (bands of the feature probability pseudo-image) and products of spatial analysis operations on 
these rasters. We aimed to directly use the output of the relevant classification scenario wherever this 
produced a reasonable pattern compared to the calibration data, and find a meaningful direct sensor 
data product (see Section 3.4) wherever the classification outputs were not relevant. In some cases, 
several alternative primary data products were tested. The thresholds between various scores for each 
CS variable were pre-set manually based on the assessment scheme, and fine-tuned optimizing how the 
visualized result aligned with the respective scores in the calibration plots (Figure 3). For parameters 
which had the same value for all plots in the training dataset, the fine-tuning step had to be omitted. 
Every CS parameter was validated separately. For each CS parameter output raster, the proportion 
of pixels was calculated within the respective field CS validation plots that held the same ALS-derived 
score as assigned during the field survey; therefore, correctly and incorrectly identified plots were 
detected. Since most parameters had two possible scores, simple majority was used for this. The total 
ratio of correct/incorrect pixel scores within the validation plots was also calculated for each parameter 
as a measure of the reliability of the calibration. 
3.7. Calculation and Validation of Final CS Scores 
The variables listed in Section 3.3 were summed in a single batch script controlling OPALS software 
modules [50]. Based on the structure of the field mapping instructions where every plot gets separate 
positive and negative credits, the outputs of this script were also two rasters, one representing the summed 
positive scores and another the separately summed negative scores for each pixel of 0.5 m × 0.5 m. 
The resulting output map was masked with non-grassland habitats, and final CS was determined for 
each pixel of 0.5 m × 0.5 m by comparing these scores to the thresholds laid out in the assessment 
scheme (Section 3.3). However, these scores could only be validated at the plot level: the ALS-derived 
positive and negative summed pixel scores were aggregated separately within each CS validation plot. 
The mean difference and the σMAD of the error distribution between the field-measured and ALS-derived 
positive and negative scores were calculated as measures of agreement between the field observed 
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N2000 assessment and the ALS-derived CS score (σMAD [66] is a robust estimator for standard deviation 
also for non-normal distributions). In order to achieve comparability between the 0.5 m final CS raster 
and the 50 m assessment plots, the pixel-level information had to be scaled up to plot level. Simply 
taking the most frequent class would not have been a valid representation of the field mapping process: 
typically, if part of a plot has unfavorable quality, the whole plot will be assigned to B or C class even 
if the part does not cover the majority of the area. Therefore, a set of rules had to be defined for final 
CS categorization of the plots based on the ratio of CS classes among their pixels. The calibration 
polygons which were assigned A, B and C status in the field were respectively merged in a GIS, and 
the histogram of ALS-based pixel CS scores (A, B and C) generated for each of these, as a way of 
“signature analysis” for upscaling field observations to plot level. From these signatures, a ruleset for 
upscaling was generated and applied for gaining plot-level ALS-derived CS scores that are comparable 
with the field CS categories. 
 
Figure 3. Example of calibrating the scoring layer “species density”. Based on this example, 
the threshold for favorable species density would be ca. 0.002. 
For accuracy assessment, the same relative frequencies of A, B and C class were calculated for the 
pixels of each validation plot, and the already defined ruleset applied to derive plot-level CS classes 
based on the ALS data, which were then compared to the field-derived CS category of each plot. 
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4. Results 
4.1. Main Classification Products and Accuracies 
• Land Cover: first of all, the area of the habitat in focus, Pannonic Salt Steppes and Salt Marshes 
(1530) had to be determined and separated from all other land cover types, which were trees and 
shrubs, artificial surfaces and non-alkali wetlands. For these categories, producers’ and users’ 
accuracies based on more than 10,000 validation pixels for each class were typically around 
90% (Supplementary Table S3), and Kappa was 0.83, indicating very strong agreement. Non-alkali 
wetlands proved to be a rather problematic category, on one hand due to the smooth transition 
towards alkali tall grass wetlands, on the other hand to shrubs with similar height, but even this 
class had accuracy measures above 65%. 
• Main vegetation categories/alkali subhabitats (Supplementary Table S4): For this scenario, the 
goal was to separate the three most important vegetation categories of the 1530 habitat type: 
alkali steppes, open alkali swards and alkali meadows [2]. Loess grasslands, Carex and Juncus 
dominated wet patches and non-alkali wetlands were added as outgroups together with the 
category “vegetation background”. The Cohen’s Kappa of 0.625 shows a good agreement 
between the ALS-derived pixel-level classification and the ground truth training data. Within 
1530, dry grassland and wetland categories are rarely confused by the classifier. The main 
sources of error are discrimination between short grass steppes and open alkali swards, and between 
tall Carex stands and alkali meadows. 
• Alkali vegetation associations: This was the finest classification level, aiming at identifying 
each of the alkali grassland and wetland associations. The probabilities assigned to the various 
associations for each pixel by the random forest classifier were further processed as CS 
variables. For this set of 16 classes, total accuracy is 62.9%, with a Kappa of 0.579. Most of the 
misclassifications happened within the main vegetation categories (alkali steppe, alkali sward, 
alkali meadow and non-alkali wetland) as demonstrated by the error report (Supplementary 
Table S5). 
• Anthropogenic features and disturbance: The main targets of this scenario were the probability 
of weed growth and damage by vehicle tracks, each represented by a single-category probability 
raster during further processing. Weeds had an F1 score of 69%, and rather low quantitative 
deviation but higher allocation deviation [64]. Unpaved roads were overestimated, with 
quantitative deviation also high and user’s accuracy of only 48%. Nevertheless, the Kappa of 
this scenario is 0.77, indicating a strong agreement (Supplementary Table S6). 
• Trees and shrubs: In this scenario, we aimed to identify trees and shrubs and separate alien  
and native species among them. Accuracies were around 80%, non-native species were slightly 
overestimated (Supplementary Table S7), Cohen’s Kappa was 0.79. The classified hard 
boundary raster was used for further processing. 
4.2. ALS Products Identified for CS Parameters and CS Scoring 
The most important result of manual calibration for various CS parameters was that even for the 
same ALS products, different thresholds apply for alkali meadows and for the two shorter grass 
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vegetation classes, alkali steppes and open swards. Therefore, before the scores of the CS scheme were 
calculated, a mask was established separately for tall grass habitats (alkali meadows) and short grass 
and open habitats (alkali swards merged with steppes), based on the main vegetation classes 
classification scenario. The mask was processed in a majority filter with a kernel radius of 5 pixels in 
order to remove some salt and pepper effects that would have propagated through the CS algorithm. 
Within the two categories of this mask, the following ALS products were selected for representing the 
CS variables: 
• Naturalness: we used the difference between the leaf-on and leaf-off reflectance. In case of the 
study site, we observed in the field that the most important factor governing the naturalness of  
a habitat was the grazing regime: over- or undergrazed patches were in a worse naturalness state 
than moderately grazed areas. At the 1550 nm wavelength of the ALS sensor, reflectivity of 
vegetation is proportional to the water content of the cells and thus to the wet or dry biomass [29]. 
Therefore, if the difference was below 0.2 in meadows or 0.05 in short-grass habitats, this was 
understood to mean that the amount of standing biomass during the summer grazing season was 
not much higher or even lower than during the leaf-off season when the grass is typically grazed 
to the ground. A total of 78.8% of the pixels within the CS validation plots had the correct score 
based on this calculation. Eight of the plots had high naturalness and more than 80% of their 
pixels were correctly labeled (Figure 4). Two plots had low naturalness, one of these was 
incorrectly detected, the majority of the other plot was correct. 
 
Figure 4. Accuracy assessment of individual CS parameters. Column heights refer to the 
number of plots having the respective relative frequency of correctly labeled pixels for 
each CS parameter. Variables where no difference was observed in the field plots are omitted. 
• Based on the Spectral Variation Hypothesis [67], species density was represented with the variance 
of the leaf-on point reflectance within a pixel. To follow the different characteristic scales for 
long and short grass habitats, a 5 × 5 cell kernel was applied for meadows and a 3 × 3 cell kernel 
for steppe and sward, but the threshold separating favorable and unfavorable species density 
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was 0.001 in each case. 47.2% of all the pixels in the CS validation plots had the correct score, 
with only a single plot being more than 80% correct and half of the validation plots having more 
incorrect species density scores than correct ones. Two plots had unfavorable species density; 
the majority of the pixels in one of them was correctly identified. 
• Inner patchiness: All plots showed constant favorable patchiness; therefore, we assigned the 
same score to all alkali habitats (based on the grassland habitat mask). Based on the land cover 
scenario, this mask has accuracies above 90% (Supplementary Table S3). 
• Vertical structure: The difference between leaf-on and leaf-off maximum normalized point height 
was identified as a proxy for vertical structure. We applied a threshold of −0.15 m separating 
favorable and unfavorable conditions. A total of 82% of the investigated pixels were correctly 
classified, six plots were over 99% correct, but two (including the single one with unfavorable 
vertical structure) had less than 50% correct pixels. 
• Species pool: We used the summed probability of alkali grassland associations (from the 
association-level scenario output) as a proxy for this variable. These values were summed separately 
for the associations corresponding to meadows and short grasslands/open swards, with unfavorable 
species pool assigned to a pixel if the probability of it belonging to any of these was below 50% 
and favorable if above this limit. Only one calibration CS plot and no validation plots had 
unfavorable species pool, which explains the observed performance of this ALS-based indicator: 
91% of all validation pixels were labeled correctly, with no misclassified plots. 
• Litter accumulation: The difference in leaf-on and leaf-off reflectance proved to correspond to 
the pattern in the litter accumulation of our calibration plots (threshold >0.3 unfavorable). The 
various levels of negative effects of litter could not be resolved from our sensor data. We 
assigned either +5 or −1 point to a pixel based on litter accumulation, and classified only the 
quantity of litter but not its effect (see Section 3.3) Four validation plots had favorable litter 
quantity and six unfavorable, and all but one (unfavorable) were correctly detected with 79% of 
all the validation pixels well identified. 
• Soil erosion: All field plots received favorable scores for this factor, since only positive effects 
of erosion were observed in the site. Therefore, we simply assigned the favorable value to all 
pixels belonging to the alkali grassland habitats. The accuracy of this indicator is the same as the 
accuracy of grassland masking. 
• Shrubs: None of our field plots contained any shrubs, but both native and alien invasive shrubs 
were present in the site. Following the assessment scheme, we used the scenario “trees and 
shrubs” with a morphological opening operation [68] to identify dense stands. This was compared 
with the class “alien invasive trees/shrubs” to identify separately the “low density”, the “dense 
native” and the “dense alien invasive” classes. Since this indicator directly relies on the output 
of the tree/shrub classification layers, its accuracy is at or above 65% (Supplementary Table S7). 
• Weeds: We used the single-band weed probability layer from the “anthropogenic features and 
disturbances” scenario. The threshold for unfavorable presence of weeds was assigned to be 
65% probability in absence of more detailed calibration data. Again, the reliability of this indicator 
could not be tested; the accuracy of the weed probability layer is quantified within the respective 
classification scenario (Supplementary Table S6). 
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• Disturbances: For grazing regime, difference in maximum normalized height was used again for 
meadows, with differences below −0.15 representing overgrazing and above −0.02 representing 
undergrazing and litter accumulation. In short grasslands, overgrazing is less of an issue as the 
standing crop is low anyway. Again, we used the difference in leaf-on and leaf-off reflectance 
and the already established threshold of <0.3 for undergrazing. As for treading by vehicles, we 
took the probability of the class “unpaved road” from the “anthropogenic features and disturbances” 
scenario, which included established field roads and also individual vehicle tracks, and set  
a threshold of 65% probability to identify any pixel where tracks can be suspected. Six of our 
CS validation plots received a negative score for disturbance while four were in favorable state; 
all except one (unfavorable) were correctly identified. A total of 64% of the pixels within the 
total area of the validation plots was labeled correctly, and four plots had more than 85% 
correctly labeled pixels (two in favorable and two in unfavorable status). According to the 
assessment scheme, a plot already qualifies as disturbed if 10% of its area is affected, which 
explains some of the plots with lower proportions labeled correctly, but not the single case of a 
disturbed plot where less than 1% of the pixels were correct. 
• Future threats: The gradual lowering of the water table as the most important future threat has  
a long-term dimension in time and therefore cannot be identified by two remote sensing surveys 
within a few months. However, it correlates closely with terrain elevation: lower lying areas are 
less threatened. The DTM was used as a source dataset and since all the calibration/validation 
polygons were estimated in the field to be affected by this risk, only the areas lying below  
the lowest calibration plot (127.25 m) were considered to be unaffected, which are nearly all 
non-alkali wetlands in our site. The accuracy of this parameter could not be tested either, but 
since the accuracy of the DTM is within 5 cm, the area of the study area within ±2.5 cm of this 
threshold was calculated, which is 5% of the total area. No part of the CS calibration or validation 
plots lies in this elevation interval. 
• Animal traces: active presence and overgrazing of livestock was calculated from the difference 
in leaf-on and leaf-off maximum normalized height, but assigned a slightly different threshold 
of −0.17 compared to the threshold for litter accumulation in accordance with the scheme. One 
of the CS validation plots was in an unfavorable status in terms of animal traces, this plot had no 
correctly labeled pixels, and two other plots also had less than 60% correct pixels. Therefore, 
the overall ratio of 82% correctly labeled pixels within the CS validation plots is an 
overestimation of performance. 
• Landscape context: The CS scheme defines two levels of landscape context. Therefore, we counted 
for each pixel the amount of alkali grassland pixels in its neighborhood with two different 
kernels: 15 × 15 pixels representing the neighboring environment (with a threshold of 220 pixels 
representing a large number of similar neighbors) and 100 × 100 pixels to imitate the rule of 
“closest similar habitat is not more than 100 m away”. The accuracy of these indicators 
corresponds to the accuracy of the alkali habitat masking in the land cover scenario, which is 
95% (Supplementary Table S3). 
The assessment scheme deals separately with the summed positive and negative scores of each plot, 
which, however, are the results of the same mapping process. For each parameter, either a positive or  
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a negative score is assigned to the plot, while the final score is derived by comparing both the positive 
and the negative scores to pre-set thresholds (Section 3.3). The sum of positive and negative scores  
is not used by the assessment scheme. 
Therefore, the effect of the weighting and evaluation scheme on the final score with respect to the 
performance of the individual CS parameters was investigated by plotting the ALS-derived summed 
positive and summed negative CS scores against the respective field-measured scores (Figure 5).  
For this, the mean of the pixel positive and negative scores within each plot were taken, resulting in  
20 positive and 20 negative points in the scatterplot, 10 each from the calibration and validation datasets. 
 
Figure 5. Scatterplot of plot-level positive and negative CS score from field mapping vs. 
ALS-based positive and negative CS score averaged for each plot. 
The study site held alkali habitats in good natural state; therefore, six of the 13 parameters we 
investigated held constant scores of +5, explaining why no points are between the origin and the  
(30; 30) point. The combined error distribution of the positive and negative scores shows a median bias 
of −2.33 and has a σMAD of 6.50. This shows that the ALS-based HQ evaluation script performed 
adequately not only on a categorical scale of three classes but also on a more detailed numeric scale. 
Apparently, some of the parameters that were inaccurately detected had low weighting, while others 
that were reliably detected were emphasized by the assessment scheme. 
4.3. Final CS Modeling Algorithm and its Performance 
The resulting map (Figure 6) shows that the ALS-mapped CS mostly matches the scores of the 
plots, but there is considerable heterogeneity within the 50 m × 50 m ground mapping units. Due to the 
high weighting of the parameter disturbance, CS mostly follows the pattern of this parameter, with 
roads and tracks showing up as patches of worse CS than their neighboring areas. The most important 
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source of error in the pixel-level CS seems to be the misclassification of alkali erosion features as 
vehicle tracks and, consequently, the labeling of these natural features as human disturbance. Another 
important observation is that although the overwhelming majority of the surveyed field CS plots belong 
to the class B, most of the study area is shown by the pixel-level map to belong to A. 
 
Figure 6. Cutout of the final CS map, showing some of the calibration and validation plots 
and the fine-scale CS patterns within them. 
The histogram resulting from plot-level CS signature analysis (Figure 7) shows that a plot assigned 
to class A in the field could still have about 10% of B and 7% of C within it. It was also clear that the 
majority of pixels within plots assigned to B belong to class A, with about 30% of the pixels belonging 
to B and some presence of C. Similarly, if a reference plot had at least 20% of C, the overwhelming 
majority was B and no A was present, the plot was observed in the field as having C status. Based on 
these observations and investigation of the individual ratios of A, B and C in the calibration plots, the 
following ruleset for upscaling from pixel level to plot level was defined: 
• If a plot has more than 70% pixels in class A the plot qualifies as A. 
• If A is below 10% and C is above 25% then the plot belongs to C. 
• In all other cases the plot qualifies as B. 
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For eight of the 10 plots, the ALS-based plot-level CS class matched the field observation (Kappa  
of 0.60). The correctly identified plots include steppes and meadows of both favorable (A) and 
unfavorable-inadequate (B) quality. 
 
Figure 7. Frequency of 0.5 m ALS-derived pixels representing each HQ class within the 
summed field calibration plots of each respective category. 
5. Discussion 
5.1. Reference Data Availability 
At the raster resolution we used, each ALS product raster cell is calculated from several laser pulses 
within the pixel. Exceptions to this are the various roughness measures, which used the eight nearest 
neighbor points within a radius of 2 m and the reflectance and echo width variance products. This 
independence allowed us to treat pixels as individual samples for calibration and validation of 
vegetation and feature classification. Nevertheless, the randomized 50:50 split between training and 
validation data was carried out at field polygon level. For nearly all classes, this resulted in thousands 
to ten thousands of training and validation pixels for classification from several independent plots, and 
resulted in good classification accuracies. 
One of our most important objectives was to train and evaluate our model with field data collected 
strictly adhering to the assessment scheme. A result of this is the limited number and range of CS field 
plots available, since a full N2000 survey had to be carried out in each location. Ideally, several field 
operators would have been needed and the actual value (not just the class) of all CS parameters would 
have had to be measured in a layout similar to Spanhove [37]; however, this study mapped more than 
10% of their study area for ground truths while we mapped about 4%.  
In case of the CS parameters within our study, selection was done manually in order to find the best 
possible combination within our limited possibilities. Our experience during this process was that  
a representative combination of parameters within both the training and validation plots could best be 
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achieved with a 50:50 split. Manual training and evaluation was carried out at the level of individual 
plots, aggregating information from the ALS-derived raster pixels within them. 
Random selection of training and validation plots was out of question since it could have resulted in 
only a single value for either calibration or validation for most parameters. Leave-one-out cross validation 
would have required individual training of the manual calibration and upscaling process several times 
and was therefore not feasible for the level of CS parameters and final plot-level status. 
5.2. ALS Data and its Effectiveness for Quantifying All CS Relevant Parameters for N2000: Errors, 
Uncertainties, Accuracies 
A previous ALS-based grassland classification study has reached accuracies very similar to those we 
achieved for the vegetation categories level [25]. Vegetation classification is the basis of all 
biodiversity and habitat quality maps, and our results are in accordance with previous ALS-based 
grassland classification studies showing that high resolution, full waveform, radiometrically calibrated 
multi-temporal ALS data in combination with a state-of-the-art machine learning algorithm is powerful 
enough for efficient vegetation mapping with this level of detail. 
There are several examples in the literature of HQ-relevant parameters of grassland vegetation being 
quantified from remote sensing data [31,34,69]; in most cases, the results are based on dedicated 
experiments focusing on the full range of a single variable quantitatively measured in the field. In our 
case, this was not possible: most of the properties of the habitats were only assessed on a categorical 
scale. However, we aimed at representing all of them in a CS model based on ALS data. 
The indicator data products we propose all have plausible physical and botanical explanations. It is 
already established for grasslands that very small differences between the values of certain ALS products 
(e.g., a couple of centimeters in normalized point height) can consequently represent real differences  
in vegetation properties [25]. The CS parameters can be assigned to distinctive groups based on their 
observed quality. 
For the parameters “litter” and “disturbances”, the field data range was sufficient to validate the 
algorithm, which was found to perform reliably. These parameters are partly derived from the same 
data product (the difference between leaf-on and leaf-off reflectance), but disturbances also include  
a single-feature probability product. 
For “patchiness”, “species pool”, “soil erosion”, “shrubs”, “landscape context” and “future threats”, 
all validation plots held the same score. Therefore, the accuracy of the parameters could not be directly 
assessed. However, since these were directly derived from classification products, their accuracy is 
well quantified and satisfactory. Each of these variables was separately determined by machine learning 
on the primary ALS products, and therefore independent of specific expert expectations. 
The parameters “naturalness”, “vertical structure” and “animal traces” repeat the same error pattern: 
all cases of favorable status are correctly detected, but only one or two plots are unfavorable and one of 
these is always misidentified. Here, the distribution of reference data presents a limitation to checking 
the quality of these parameters. The difference between leaf-on and leaf-off normalized point height or 
reflectance is also the basis for these parameters, but the individual thresholds are different. 
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Finally, for “species density”, the physical explanation of the selected ALS product is plausible, but 
the accuracy of parameter estimation is unsatisfactory. Since species density has a rather low weighting, 
the low accuracy of this indicator did not have a strong influence on the final CS score or classification. 
Several variables that the Hungarian N2000 scheme evaluates separately (e.g., litter accumulation, 
effect of animals, vertical structure) proved to be very closely related to each other in our study site 
due to the management regime and characteristics of the alkali steppe landscape. In these cases, we did 
not try to use independent ALS-based datasets for these variables either. This is in line with the findings 
of Spanhove [37], who also conclude that coarse-scale HQ parameters can overrule the effects of  
finer-scale variables. 
The calculation of single-class probability rasters or hard-boundary classified rasters also proved to 
be highly useful. The probability of weeds and of vehicle tracks and the coverage of shrubs was directly 
used as an indicator compatible with field observations. The output reports and probability difference 
maps of the VCS for each scenario provide a detailed understanding of the accuracies to expect from 
these datasets. 
We have shown that ALS can deliver adequately reliable indicators for nearly all the variables that 
are required by the assessment scheme. Even if some of these could probably be better represented 
from other sensors, the ALS-derived values proved to be robust and accurate enough for use in a CS 
model that integrates them all to a final score. For such an application and given sufficient field 
calibration data, ALS as a standalone sensor can deliver all the information needed. 
5.3. Mapping Natura 2000 Conservation Status: Errors, Uncertainties, Accuracies 
Within the 10 validation plots, the two cases of incorrect CS assignment and/or upscaling are plots 
dominated by short grass habitats, where the main cause of disturbance is improper management. 
Apparently, the level of litter accumulation is difficult to determine by ALS in short grass steppes, and 
our accuracies for identifying vehicle tracks are rather low compared to other classes. The weighting of 
this variable (disturbance) means inaccuracy here easily results in misclassification of CS. 
To our best knowledge, no remote sensing-based N2000 CS study has been published where 
accuracy of CS categorization is evaluated against plot-level independent references. Therefore, these 
figures can only be compared with the expected reliability of the field-based method, which is around 
80%–85% at the level of habitat classification [35,70,71]. In many cases, a field campaign includes 
disputed or uncertain decisions, and a lot of extrapolation to site level is done, which does not necessarily 
happen in our sensor-based CS map which covers the full site. 
The similarity achieved between field-measured and ALS-based positive and negative CS scores 
compares favorably to the accuracies reached by some grassland remote sensing studies that aimed to 
quantify only a few variables or a single one [28,29,32]. Part of this high reliability can be explained 
by the facts that the assessment scheme integrates several variables, and that we used mean values 
aggregated across a larger area: both of these reduce the effect of random noise. Meanwhile, we excluded 
the time-series variables from both the field and the ALS mapping scheme, but this did not have  
a major negative effect on score accuracy. Since we followed the assessment scheme with the CS 
processing model, we believe this figure is truly an indication of how our method compares to  
field-based N2000 Monitoring. 
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5.4. The HQ/CS Model Directly Based on the Hungarian N2000 Grassland Evaluation Scheme 
GIS-based HQ maps rely on a model of HQ that includes the relative importance of all the involved 
factors and is built based on ecological knowledge. However, since many different definitions of HQ 
exist [72] and the importance of various HQ factors is by no means fully resolved, these HQ models 
are always a subject of dispute. A HQ model can be built with a specific application in mind (restricting 
transferability), it can be created on a statistical basis, automatically weighting the inputs to produce 
the best agreement to reference data [44], or, as we did, a widely accepted HQ/CS model finalized by  
a consensus of the relevant scientific community can be taken and directly used. This also has its  
risk since the model was created with a different application in mind, and is only feasible if a close 
representation between its required input datasets and the products of the sensor can be found. 
In our case, this definitely proved feasible. All relevant CS variables were quantified and the selection 
of variables, their weighting and integration follows the Hungarian Natura 2000 grassland evaluation 
scheme very closely. 
5.5. Method for ALS-Assisted N2000 CS Mapping of Alkali Grasslands 
We propose a method combining various approaches to remote sensing of vegetation: hard boundary 
classification, class probabilities calculated with a fuzzy approach, and primary point cloud products 
that represent different properties of vegetation. Raster algebra is the platform where all these input 
features are integrated and compared. This means that the system is compatible with any sensor, or any 
dataset that may be rasterized as an information layer [19]. From a N2000 perspective, most of the site 
belongs to a single habitat class, but in order to mimic the “ecological common sense” applied by the 
field scientists, we separated steppes and meadows and applied different thresholds and sometimes 
even different ALS data products to quantify the same variables for these two classes. This has delivered 
a decisive improvement in accuracy compared to our earlier attempts where this separation was not 
included [61]. 
Our approach relies on several levels of training and validation data and therefore intensive fieldwork, 
given its multiple processing levels and the large number of features involved. On the contrary, in  
a typical N2000 monitoring setting, an expert for the habitat category 1530 would visit the site and 
collect field data from one or a few plots based on the assessment scheme. This amount of information 
may be sufficient for international policy, but local-level conservation management is in need of more 
detailed knowledge. Our method provides a resolution comparable to the typical patch size in the 
target habitat, and full coverage of the site, while completely retaining compatibility with the field HQ 
survey results. 
5.6. Data Products of the Assessment and Their Use in Conservation 
The by-products of the processing chain including the classified vegetation maps and various  
CS-relevant features were often observed during visual quality control to be accurate representations of 
the situation in the field. However, this might only work on a categorical scale. Their applicability for 
true quantitative representation of biophysical variables remains to be tested. 
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Nevertheless, they are already expected in their current form to be useful for conservation management, 
but also for scientific purposes: shifting boundaries of associations (e.g., due to climatic or 
management changes) can be identified, the extent of major risks calculated, habitats for specific 
animal species located. The scoring system allows checking how the final categorization is calculated 
for each pixel or any region of pixels specifically, and therefore also allows evaluation of why that 
particular score is assigned. Contrary to sample-based field results, the interpretation of such maps is 
often very intuitive, even for non-specialists. Nevertheless, they do not provide a substitute for  
field surveying; they can rather serve as a basis for planning future field campaigns and upscaling the 
observations made in the field. 
Whether field or sensor-based, the final scores should be treated carefully due to the generalizations 
of the Hungarian N2000 grassland assessment scheme across various types of grasslands. In alkali 
landscapes over- or undergrazing, (the most frequent disturbance observed) generally has a short-term 
effect, as alkali habitats can regenerate after these disturbances very well. Even over- or undergrazed 
areas contribute to habitats for several animal taxa, such as birds or insects [73]. On the other hand, 
damage caused by vehicles (which is weighted equally to improper management) can be a major problem 
for the habitats of the study site. The special soil conditions conserve tracks of vehicles for decades as 
long-lasting scars in the landscape. 
The heterogeneity of the site in terms of CS as shown by the map is also informative, and contests 
the assumption of the assessment scheme that CS is homogeneous within 50 m × 50 m plots. While 
field-based assessment only gives information on the location of the plot and its HQ, with sensor data 
covering the whole site, it is possible to tell where the areas of favorable, unfavorable-inadequate and 
unfavorable-bad status are. 
5.7. Outlook 
Our study has shown that area-covering CS/HQ mapping by ALS is possible, and directly comparable 
with the local N2000 field mapping scheme. While adaptation to other sites remains to be tested, in 
areas of highest conservation priority and difficult field access, this may well be the only way to gain  
a complete overview of habitat conditions. 
Given the increasing ALS coverage of Europe and North America from national campaigns, the 
next step would be to test a similar workflow on larger areas with lower density point clouds. Alternative 
models for HQ/CS that are more adapted to remote sensing while still comparable with the N2000 
scheme might also be developed, and would probably result in higher accuracies. 
Comprehensive and robust information on the status of biodiversity, ecosystems and ecosystem 
services is recognized as a necessary condition of implementing the EU Biodiversity strategy [10,74]. 
The insufficiency of information on spatial patterns of biodiversity is also identified as a major difficulty 
in addressing the global biodiversity crisis [75]. Hopefully, with mapping workflows similar to what 
we present here, this data gap can at least partially be filled, providing measurable indicators for national 
and international biodiversity policy. It is expected that with increasing ALS data coverage, decreasing 
costs for sensor campaigns and novel sensor platforms such as UAV-s, ALS will prove to be  
a cost-effective solution for vegetation mapping in grasslands. 
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6. Conclusions 
We developed a new method for mapping Natura 2000 Conservation Status from Airborne Laser 
Scanning (ALS) data in Pannonic Salt Steppes and Salt Marshes, adhering during the data processing 
exactly to the official Conservation Status interpretation manual defined for field surveys. Twelve of 
the 13 parameters requested by the local Natura 2000 assessment scheme can be derived from ALS 
with sufficient accuracy. The final accuracy of the end product, validated against independent field 
data, is 80% (Kappa 0.6). The method is compatible with other sensor datasets and is expected to allow 
transfer to other sites. 
Conservation status was never before mapped by a single-sensor dataset and a processing scheme 
that strictly followed the national Natura 2000 manual. We managed to map Natura 2000 conservation 
status from the ALS data and a set of ground references, quantifying all relevant parameters and taking 
them into account. Our results show that operational use of remote sensing for Natura 2000 processing 
is feasible and can be compatible with the current, field-based approach. 
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